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Abstract

Starting with a previously constructed family of coherent states, we introduce the Berezin quantization for a particle in a variable magnetic field and we show that it constitutes a strict quantization of a natural Poisson algebra. The phase-space reinterpretation involves a magnetic version of the Bargmann space and leads naturally to Berezin-Toeplitz operators.
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Introduction

The mathematical literature treating Berezin-Toeplitz operators in phase space (also called anti-Wick operators, localization operators, etc) and their connection with the pseudodifferential calculus in Weyl or Kohn-Nirenberg form is huge; we only cite some basic references as [5, 6, 11, 12, 19, 33]. One important raison d’être of this type of operators is the fact that they realize a quantization of certain classes of physical systems, the one consisting of a spinless non-relativistic particle being the basic one, a paradigm for the quantization of other systems. The Berezin-Toeplitz correspondence, sending classical observables (functions on phase-space) to quantum ones (self-adjoint operators in some Hilbert space), while less satisfactory than the Weyl correspondence from the point of view of composition properties, has the advantage of being positive, sending positive functions into positive operators. It is also very often handier for norm-estimates.

It is now known that if the particle is placed in a variable magnetic field, the Weyl form of the pseudodifferential calculus should be modified to insure gauge covariance and to cope with the changes in geometry and kinematics due to the presence of the magnetic field. Recent publications \cite{13, 14, 16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29} introduced and developed a mathematical formalism for the observables naturally associated with such a system, both in a classical and in a quantum framework. The changes involve mathematical objects as group 2-cocycles with values in algebras of functions, twisted dynamical systems and twisted crossed product \( \mathcal{C}^* \)-algebras as well as an enlargement of the Weyl calculus, so their interest is not only related to the study of physical systems in magnetic fields. Recently, the magnetic calculus has been extended to the case of nilpotent Lie groups \cite{2, 3, 4}.

Aside the quantization of observables, one must also perform the quantization of states. A convenient systematization of this topic is an axiomatic framework which can be found in \cite{19}, see also \cite{17, 18}; it relies on seeing both the classical and the quantum pure states as forming Poisson spaces with a transition probability. The pure states of a classical particle are the points of the phase space \( \Xi \) (the symplectic form \( (1.1) \) takes the magnetic field into account). On another hand, the pure states space of \( \mathcal{K}(\mathcal{H}) \) (the \( \mathcal{C}^* \)-algebra of all the compact operators in the Hilbert space \( \mathcal{H} \)) is homeomorphic to the projective space \( \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{H}) \). The latter space is also endowed with the \( h \)-dependent Fubini-Study symplectic form.
Being guided by general prescriptions [1, 12, 15, 19, 20], we defined in [27] a family of pure states (called magnetic coherent states), indexed by the points of the phase space and by Planck’s constant \( \hbar \). They satisfy certain structural requirements and a prescribed behavior in the limit \( \hbar \to 0 \). We would like now to complete the picture, indicating the appropriate modifications needed to obtain magnetic Berezin operators associated with the choice of a vector potential. The present article outlines this topic in the setting of quantization theory, but we hope to use the formalism in the future for concrete spectral problems involving magnetic operators.

Our first section contains a brief recall of the magnetic Weyl calculus both in pseudodifferential and in twisted convolution form, as well as a short description of the magnetic coherent states.

In the second section the magnetic Berezin quantization is defined on functions and distributions and its basic properties are studied. It is its fate to be (completely) positive, but in addition it has the important property of being gauge covariant: vector potentials corresponding to the same magnetic field lead to unitarily equivalent Berezin operators. We study the connection with magnetic Weyl operators and show that the two quantizations are equivalent in the limit \( \hbar \to 0 \). The magnetic Berezin-to-Weyl map depends intrinsically on the magnetic field \( B \) and not on the choice of a corresponding potential \( A \) satisfying \( dA = B \). A very convenient setting is obtained after making a unitary transformation, which is a generalization of the classical Bargmann transformation. The associated Bargmann-type space is a Hilbert space with reproducing kernel and in this representation the Berezin quantization will consist of Toeplitz-type operators. The standard Bargmann transform is build on Gaussian coherent states and this has certain advantages, among which we quote a well-investigated holomorphic setting. The presence of the magnetic field seems to ruin such a possibility, so we are not going to privilege any a priori choice. It is also likely that the anti-Wick setting, involving creation and annihilation operators and a certain type of ordering, is no longer available for variable magnetic fields.

In the last section we prove that our framework provides a strict quantization of a natural Poisson algebra in the sense of Rieffel. One extends in this way some of the results of [7, 8], see also [9, 10, 19]. We prove essentially that the \( \hbar \)-depending magnetic Berezin operators: (i) have continuously varying operator norms, (ii) mutually compose "in a classical commutative way" in the limit \( \hbar \to 0 \), (iii) have commutators which are governed by a magnetic Poisson bracket in the first order in \( \hbar \). To do this we use similar results proved in [23] for the magnetic Weyl calculus as well as the connection between the two magnetic quantizations that has been obtained in the second section. We notice that our procedure is not a deformation quantization in some obvious way, but this is not specific to the magnetic case. For the general theory of strict quantization and for many examples we refer to [19, 30, 31, 32].
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1 Recall of previous constructions and results

We start by briefly reviewing the geometry of the classical system with a variable magnetic field [23, 28], the structure of the twisted (magnetic) calculus [13, 16, 22, 25, 29] and the natural form of the magnetic coherent states [27]. Details and developments are also included in the references cited above.

1.1 The geometry of the classical system with a variable magnetic field

The particle evolves in the Euclidean space \( \mathcal{X} := \mathbb{R}^N \) under the influence of a smooth magnetic field, which is a closed 2-form \( B \) on \( \mathcal{X} \) \((dB = 0)\), given by matrix-components

\[
B_{jk} = -B_{kj} : \mathcal{X} \to \mathbb{R} \quad j, k = 1, \ldots, N.
\]

The phase space is denoted by \( \Xi := T^* \mathcal{X} \equiv \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}^* \), where \( \mathcal{X}^* \) the dual space of \( \mathcal{X} \); systematic notations as \( X = (x, \xi) \), \( Y = (y, \eta) \), \( Z = (z, \zeta) \) will be used for its points.

The classical observables are given by real smooth functions on \( \Xi \). They form a real vector space, which is also a
Poisson algebra under the usual pointwise product \((f \cdot g)(X) \equiv (fg)(X) := f(X)g(X)\) and the Poisson bracket

\[
\{f, g\}^B = \sum_{j=1}^N (\partial_{x_j} f \partial_{x_j} g - \partial_{x_j} g \partial_{x_j} f) + \sum_{j,k=1}^N B_{jk}(\cdot) \partial_{x_j} f \partial_{x_k} g.
\]

For further use, we notice that \(\{\cdot, \cdot\}^B\) is canonically generated by the symplectic form

\[
(\sigma^B)(X, Y) = z \cdot \eta - y \cdot \zeta + B(x)(y, z) = \sum_{j=1}^N (z_j \eta_j - y_j \zeta_j) + \sum_{j,k=1}^N B_{jk}(x) y_j z_k,
\]

(1.1)

obtained by adding to the standard symplectic form

\[
\sigma(X, Y) \equiv \sigma([x, \xi], (y, \eta)) := y \cdot \xi - x \cdot \eta
\]
a magnetic contribution.

1.2 The structure of the magnetic pseudodifferential calculus

The intrinsic way to turn to the quantum counterpart is to deform the pointwise product \(fg\) into a non-commutative product \(f^{B}\) depending on the magnetic field \(B\) and the Planck constant \(\hbar\). This is given by

\[
(f^{B})(g) (X) := (\pi \hbar)^{-2N} \int_{x \in \Xi} \int_{y \in \Xi} dY dZ e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2} \sigma(X-Y, Y-Z)} e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2} \Gamma^B(x-y+z, y-x+z-x+y)} f(Y) g(Z)
\]

(1.2)

and it involves fluxes of the magnetic field \(B\) through triangles. If \(a, b, c \in \mathcal{X}\), then we denote by \(\langle a, b, c \rangle\) the triangle in \(\mathcal{X}\) of vertices \(a, b, c\) and set

\[
\Gamma^B(a, b, c) := \int_{\langle a, b, c \rangle} B
\]

for the invariant integration of the 2-form \(B\) through the 2-simplex \(\langle a, b, c \rangle\). For \(B = 0\), (1.2) coincides with the Weyl composition of symbols in pseudodifferential theory. Also using complex conjugation \(f \mapsto \overline{f}\) as involution, one gets various non-commutative \(^*\)-algebras of function on \(\Xi\), some of them also admitting a natural \(C^*\)-norm; they are regarded as algebras of magnetic quantum observables.

The full formalism also involves families of representations of these \(^*\)-algebras in the Hilbert space \(\mathcal{H} := L^2(\mathcal{X})\). They are defined by circulations \(\Gamma^A[x, y] := \int_{x, y} A\) of vector potentials \(A\) through segments \([x, y] := \{ty + (1-t)x \mid t \in [0, 1]\}\) for any \(x, y \in \mathcal{X}\). We recall that, being a closed 2-form in \(\mathcal{X} = \mathbb{R}^N\), the magnetic field is exact: it can be written as \(B = dA\) for some 1-form \(A\). For such a vector potential \(A\), we define

\[
[\mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(f) u](x) := (2\pi \hbar)^{-N} \int_{\mathcal{X}} \prod_{j=1}^N d\eta e^{\frac{i}{\hbar} \Gamma^A[x-y, y-z]} e^{-\frac{i}{\hbar} \Gamma^A[x-z]} f \left( \frac{x+z}{2} \right) u(y).
\]

(1.3)

If \(A = 0\), one recognizes the Weyl quantization, associating with functions or distributions on \(\Xi\) linear operators acting on function spaces on \(\mathcal{X}\). For suitable functions \(f, g\), one proves

\[
\mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(f) \mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(g) = \mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(fg), \quad \mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(f^*) = \mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(\overline{f}).
\]

The main interpretation of the operators defined in (1.3) is given by the formula \(\mathfrak{D} \Pi^A_{\hbar}(f) = f \langle Q, \Pi^A_{\hbar} \rangle\), where \(f \langle Q; \Pi^A \rangle\) should be regarded as the function \(f\) applied to the family of non-commuting self-adjoint operators

\[
(Q, \Pi^A \equiv (Q_1, \ldots, Q_N, \Pi^A_{h,1}, \ldots, \Pi^A_{h,N})),
\]

where \(Q_j\) is the operator of multiplication by the coordinate function \(x_j\) and \(\Pi^A_{h,j} := -i\hbar \partial_j - A_j\) is the \(j\)-th component of the magnetic momentum. They satisfy the commutation relations

\[
i[Q_j, Q_k] = 0, \quad i[\Pi^A_{h,j}, Q_k] = \hbar \delta_{j,k}, \quad i[\Pi^A_{h,j}, \Pi^A_{h,k}] = -\hbar B_{jk}.
\]

(1.4)

This stresses the interpretation of our twisted pseudodifferential theory as a non-commutative functional calculus constructed on the commutation relations (1.4). For \(A = 0\) one gets \(\Pi^A_{\hbar} = D_h := -i\hbar \nabla\), so we recover the Canonical Commutation Relations of non-relativistic quantum mechanics and the standard interpretation of the Weyl calculus.
1.3 The twisted crossed product representation

For conceptual and computational reasons a change of realization is useful; we obtain it composing the mapping \( \mathfrak{D}p_A^h \) with a partial Fourier transform. Using the notation \( \mathfrak{F} := 1 \otimes \mathcal{F}^*, \) where \( \mathcal{F} \) is the usual Fourier transform, we define \( \mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(F) := \mathfrak{D}p_A^h(\mathfrak{F} F) \). This makes sense for various classes of functions. Here we record the explicit formula

\[
[\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(F)u](x) = \hbar^{-N} \int \mathcal{X} dy e^{-i \frac{\hbar^4}{4} \langle x, y \rangle} F \left( \frac{x + y}{2}, \frac{y - x}{2} \right) u(y).
\]

Defining

\[
(F \circ_B G)(x, y) := \int \mathcal{X} dz e^{-i \frac{\hbar^4}{4} \langle x, y, z \rangle} F(x - \frac{\hbar}{2} (y - z), z) G(x + \frac{\hbar}{2} z, y - z)
\]

one gets

\[
\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(F) \mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(G) = \mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(F \circ_B G).
\]

In [23, 25, 26], the representation \( \mathfrak{Rep}_h^A \) and the composition law \( \circ_B \) have been used in connection with the \( C^* \)-algebraic twisted crossed product to quantize systems with magnetic fields. We are not going to use this systematically, but only state two basic results which are useful below: First, both the Schwartz space \( \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) and the Banach space \( L^1(\mathcal{X}; L^\infty(\mathcal{X})) \) are stable under the multiplication \( \circ_B \). Second, for each \( F, G \in L^1(\mathcal{X}; L^\infty(\mathcal{X})) \) one has

\[
\| \mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(F) \| \leq \| F \|_1,\infty := \int_X dy \| F(\cdot, y) \|_\infty
\]

and

\[
\| F \circ_B G \|_{1,\infty} \leq \| F \|_{1,\infty} \| G \|_{1,\infty}.
\]

1.4 Magnetic coherent states

Let us fix a unit vector \( v \in \mathcal{H} := L^2(\mathcal{X}) \) and for any \( h \in I := (0, 1] \) let us define the unit vector \( v_h \in \mathcal{H} \) by \( v_h(x) := h^{-N/4} v \left( \frac{x}{\sqrt{h}} \right) \). For any choice of a vector potential \( A \) generating the magnetic field \( B \), we define the family of magnetic coherent vectors associated with the pair \( (A, v) \) by

\[
[v_h^A(z)](x) = e^{i \frac{\hbar}{2} \langle x - \frac{z}{2} \rangle} e^{i \frac{\hbar^4}{4} \langle z, x \rangle} v_h(x - z).
\]

The pure state space of the \( C^* \)-algebra \( \mathbb{K} (\mathcal{H}) \) of compact operators can be identified with the projective space \( \mathbb{P} (\mathcal{H}) \). With the interpretation of the elements of \( \mathbb{P} (\mathcal{H}) \) as one dimensional orthogonal projections on \( \mathcal{H} \), it is natural to introduce for any \( Z \in \mathfrak{Z} \) the coherent states \( v_h^A(Z) \in \mathbb{K} (\mathcal{H}) \) by \( v_h^A(Z) := [v_h^A(Z)] \langle v_h^A(Z) \rangle \). With a slight abuse of notation, the identification with the pure states is then expressed by the relation

\[
[v_h^A(Z)](S) = \text{Tr} \left( [v_h^A(Z)] \langle v_h^A(Z) \rangle S \right) \equiv \langle v_h^A(Z), Sv_h^A(Z) \rangle.
\]

We now state some properties related to the family of coherent vectors which have been proved in [27]. These relations are used at various places in the sequel.

**Proposition 1.1.** Assume that the components of the magnetic field \( B \) belong to \( BC^\infty(\mathcal{X}) \) (they are smooth and all the derivatives are bounded) and let \( v \) be an element of the Schwartz space \( \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X}) \), satisfying \( \| v \| = 1 \).

1. For any \( h \in I \) and \( u \in \mathcal{H} \) with \( \| u \| = 1 \), one has

\[
\int_{\mathfrak{Z}} \frac{dY}{(2\pi \hbar)^N} | \langle v_h^A(Y), u \rangle |^2 = 1.
\]

2. For any \( Y, Z \in \mathfrak{Z} \), one has

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \| \langle v_h^A(Z), v_h^A(Y) \rangle \|^2 = \delta_{ZY}.
\]

3. If \( g : \mathfrak{Z} \to \mathbb{C} \) is a bounded continuous function and \( Z \in \mathfrak{Z} \), one has

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \int_{\mathfrak{Z}} \frac{dY}{(2\pi \hbar)^N} | \langle v_h^A(Z), v_h^A(Y) \rangle |^2 g(Y) = g(Z).
\]

Furthermore, if \( g \in \mathcal{S}(\mathfrak{Z}) \) then one has

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} [v_h^A(Z)] \left[ \mathfrak{D}p_h^A(g) \right] = \delta(Z) = g(Z).
\]
2 Magnetic Berezin operators

Although not always necessary, for the sake of uniformity, we shall always assume that \( v \in S(\mathcal{X}) \) and that \( B_{jk} \in BC^\infty(\mathcal{X}) \) for \( j, k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \). The components of the corresponding vector potentials \( A \) will always belong to \( C^\infty_{pol}(\mathcal{X}) \), i.e. they are smooth and all the derivatives are polynomially bounded. This can obviously be achieved under our assumption on \( B \), and this will facilitate subsequent computations involving the Schwartz class.

2.1 The magnetic Berezin quantization

The following is an adaptation of [19, Def. II.1.3.4]:

**Definition 2.1.** The magnetic Berezin quantization associated with the set of coherent states \( \{ |y \rangle | y \in \Xi, h \in I \} \) is the family of linear mappings \( \{ \mathcal{B}_h^A : L^\infty(\Xi) \to \mathcal{B}(\mathcal{H}) \}_h \) given for any \( f \in L^\infty(\Xi) \) by

\[
\mathcal{B}_h^A(f) := \int_{\Xi} \frac{dY}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} f(Y) v_h^A(Y),
\]  

(2.1)

where \( v_h^A(Y) \) is seen as the rank one projection \( |v_h^A(Y)\rangle\langle v_h^A(Y)| \).

Note that for any unit vector \( u \in \mathcal{H} \) and for the corresponding element \( u \in \mathcal{P}(\mathcal{H}) \) one has

\[
u(\mathcal{B}_h^A(f)) = \text{Tr}(u)(u|\mathcal{B}_h^A(f)|u) = \langle u, \mathcal{B}_h^A(f)u \rangle = \int_{\Xi} \frac{dY}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} f(Y)|\langle v_h^A(Y), u \rangle|^2.
\]

By (1.7), this offers a rigorous interpretation of (2.1) as a weak integral; it can be regarded as a Bochner integral only under an integrability condition on \( f \). The explicit function \( H_{h,u}^A(\cdot) := (2\pi\hbar)^{-N}|\langle v_h^A(\cdot), u \rangle|^2 \) deserves to be called the magnetic Husimi function associated to the vector \( u \) [12, 19]. It is a positive phase space probability distribution.

**Proposition 2.2.** The following properties of the Berezin quantization hold:

1. \( \mathcal{B}_h^A \) is a linear map satisfying \( \| \mathcal{B}_h^A(f) \| \leq \| f \|_\infty, \forall f \in L^\infty(\Xi) \).
2. \( \mathcal{B}_h^A \) is positive, i.e. for any \( f \in L^\infty(\Xi) \) with \( f \geq 0 \) a.e. one has \( \| \mathcal{B}_h^A(f) \| \geq 0 \).
3. If \( f \in L^1(\Xi) \cap L^\infty(\Xi) \), then \( \mathcal{B}_h^A(f) \) is a trace-class operator and

\[
\text{Tr}[\mathcal{B}_h^A(f)] = \int_{\Xi} \frac{dY}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} f(Y).
\]

4. For any \( g \in L^1(\Xi) \) one has \( \int_{\Xi} dY v_h^A(Y)(\mathcal{B}_h^A(g)) = \int_{\Xi} dZ g(Z) \).
5. Let us denote by \( C_0(\Xi) \) the \( C^\ast \)-algebra of all complex continuous functions on \( \Xi \) vanishing at infinity. Then \( \mathcal{B}_h^A[C_0(\Xi)] \subset \mathcal{K}(\mathcal{H}) \).

**Proof.** Most of the properties are quite straightforward, and they are true in a more abstract setting [19, Thm. II.1.3.5]. The fourth statement is a simple consequence of (1.7). By the point 3 one has \( \mathcal{B}_h^A[C_0(\Xi)] \subset \mathcal{K}(\mathcal{H}) \); we denoted by \( C_0(\Xi) \) the space of continuous compactly supported functions on \( \Xi \). This, the point 1 and the density of \( C_0(\Xi) \) in \( C_0(\Xi) \) imply that \( \mathcal{B}_h^A[C_0(\Xi)] \subset \mathcal{K}(\mathcal{H}) \).

**Remark 2.3.** To extend the weak definition of \( \mathcal{B}_h^A(f) \) to distributions, remark that one can write

\[
\langle u_1, \mathcal{B}_h^A(f)u_2 \rangle = \int_{\Xi} \frac{dY}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} f(Y) \left[ w_h^A(u_1, v) \right](Y) \left| w_h^A(u_2, v) \right|^2(Y),
\]

where

\[
\left[ w_h^A(u, v) \right](Y) := \langle u, v_h^A(Y) \rangle = \int_{\mathcal{X}} dx \Theta(x-y/2) \eta(x+y) u(x) v_h(x-y).
\]

A simple computation shows that \( w_h^A(u, v) \) is obtained from \( \pi \otimes v \) by applying successively a linear change of variables, multiplication with a function belonging to \( C^\infty_{pol}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) and a partial Fourier transform. All these operations are
isomorphisms between the corresponding Schwartz spaces, so \( w_h^A(u, v) \in \mathcal{S}(\Xi) \) if \( u, v \in \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X}) \), and the mapping \((u, v) \mapsto w_h^A(u, v)\) is continuous. It follows that \( w_h^A(u_1, v) w_h^A(u_2, v) \in \mathcal{S}(\Xi) \), so one can define for \( f \in \mathcal{S}'(\Xi) \) the linear continuous operator \( \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) : \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X}) \to \mathcal{S}'(\mathcal{X}) \) by

\[
\langle u_1, \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) u_2 \rangle = (2\pi\hbar)^{-N} \left\langle w_h^A(u_1, v) w_h^A(u_2, v), f \right\rangle ,
\]

using in the r.h.s. the duality between \( \mathcal{S}(\Xi) \) and \( \mathcal{S}'(\Xi) \).

An important property that should be shared by any quantization procedure in the presence of a magnetic field is gauge covariance. Two vector potentials \( A \) and \( A' \) which differ only by the differential \( d\rho \) of a 1-form (function) \( \rho \) will clearly generate the same magnetic field. It is already known [22] that the magnetic Weyl operators \( \mathfrak{D}_h^A(f) \) and \( \mathfrak{D}_h^{A'}(f) \) are unitarily equivalent. The next result expresses the gauge covariance of the magnetic Berezin quantization.

**Proposition 2.4.** If \( A' = A + d\rho \), then \( \mathfrak{B}_h^{A'}(f) = e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2}\rho(\zeta)} \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2}\rho(\zeta)} \).

**Proof.** A simple computation gives \( v_h^{A'}(Y) = e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2}\rho(y)} e^{\frac{\hbar}{2}\rho(y)} v_h^A(Y) \) for every \( Y \in \Xi \). Then it follows that \( v_h^{A'}(Y) = e^{\frac{\hbar}{2}\rho(\zeta)} v_h^A(Y) e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2}\rho(\zeta)} \) and this implies the result. \( \square \)

**Some particular cases:**

1. Clearly we have for all \( Z \in \Xi \)

\[
\mathfrak{B}_h^A(\delta_Z) = (2\pi\hbar)^{-N} |v_h^A(Z)(v_h^A(Z)| ,
\]

so the coherent states (seen as rank one projections) are magnetic Berezin operators in a very explicit way. Notice that \( \mathfrak{B}_h^A(\delta_Z) \) is a compact operator although \( \delta_Z \) does not belong to \( L^\infty(\Xi) \).

2. For \( f := \varphi \otimes 1 \), with \( \varphi : X \to \mathbb{C} \) (polynomially bounded), a simple computation leads to

\[
\langle u, \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) u \rangle = \int_X \int_X dx dy \varphi(x - \sqrt{\hbar}y) |u(x)|^2 |v(y)|^2.
\]

Setting \( \varphi(x) := x_j \equiv q_j(x, \xi) \) for some \( j \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \), one gets

\[
\langle u, \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) u \rangle = \int_X dx x_j |u(x)|^2 - \sqrt{\hbar} \|u\|^2 \int_X dy y_j |v(y)|^2.
\]

Thus, if \( v \) is even, then \( \mathfrak{B}_h^A(q_j) = Q_j \). In general we only get this in the limit \( \hbar \to 0 \).

3. If we set \( f(x, \xi) := \xi_j \equiv p_j(x, \xi) \) then

\[
\langle u, \mathfrak{B}_h^A(p_j) u \rangle = \int_X \int_X dx dy \partial_{x_j} \left\{ \Gamma^A(x, x - \sqrt{\hbar}y) \right\} |u(x)|^2 |v(y)|^2 + i\sqrt{\hbar} \|u\|^2 \int_X dy [\partial_j v(y)\overline{v(y)}
\]

\[+ i\hbar \int_X dx |\partial_j u(x)| u(x) .
\]

### 2.2 Connection with the Weyl quantization

A natural question is to find the magnetic Weyl symbol of a Berezin operator. For computational reasons a change of realization is useful; we obtain it by composing the mapping \( \mathfrak{B}_h^A \) with a partial Fourier transformation. Using again the notation \( \mathfrak{F} := 1 \otimes \mathcal{F}^* \), where \( \mathcal{F} \) is the usual Fourier transform, we define \( \mathfrak{D}_h^A(F) := \mathfrak{B}_h^A(\mathfrak{F} F) \). This makes sense for various classes of functions, but we are only going to use them for \( F \in \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \). Here we only record the explicit formula

\[
[\mathfrak{D}_h^A(F) u](x) = \hbar^{-N} \int_X \int_X dy dz F(z, \frac{y-x}{\hbar}) v_h(x-z) \overline{v_h(y-z)} e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2} \Gamma^A(x, z)} e^{-\frac{\hbar}{2} \Gamma^A(z, y)} u(y). \tag{2.2}
\]

It is easier to prove first:
Proposition 2.5. For any \( F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) one has \( \mathcal{D}_h^A(F) = \text{Rep}_h^A[\Sigma_h^B(F)] \) with \( \Sigma_h^B(F) \) given by
\[
\Sigma_h^B(F)(x, y) := \int_X dz F(x - \sqrt{\hbar} z, y)v\left(z + \frac{i\hbar}{2} y\right)v\left(z - \frac{i\hbar}{2} y\right)e^{-i\Gamma_h^B(x - \sqrt{\hbar} z, x + \frac{i\hbar}{2} y, x - \frac{i\hbar}{2} y)}.
\] (2.3)

The mapping \( \Sigma_h^B \) extends to a linear contraction of the Banach space \( L^1(\mathcal{X}; C_0(\mathcal{X})) \).

Proof. By comparing (2.2) with (1.5) and using Stokes’ Theorem to write the sum of three circulations of \( A \) as the flux of \( B = dA \) through the corresponding triangle, one gets:
\[
\Sigma_h^B(F)(\frac{z + x}{2}, \frac{y - x}{2}) = \int_X dz F(z, \frac{y - x}{2}) v_h(x - z) v_h(y - z) e^{-i\Gamma_h^A(x, z)} e^{-i\Gamma_h^A(y, z)} e^{-i\Gamma_h^A(y, x)}
\]
\[
= \int_X dz F(z, \frac{y - x}{2}) v_h(x - z) v_h(y - z) e^{-i\Gamma_h^B(x, y, z)}.
\]

Then, some simple changes of variables lead to the above expression.

For any \( x, y \in \mathcal{X} \) one clearly has
\[
\|\Sigma_h^B(F)(x, y)\| \leq \|F(\cdot, \cdot)\|_x \|v\|_x^2 = \|F(\cdot, y)\|_x^2,
\] (2.4)

so \( \Sigma_h^B \) is a contraction if on \( S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) we consider the norm of \( L^1(\mathcal{X}; L^\infty(\mathcal{X})) \). The function \( x \mapsto \Sigma_h^B(F)(x, y) \) is continuous and vanishes as \( x \to \infty \), by an easy application of the Dominated Convergence Theorem. We conclude that \( \Sigma_h^B[S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})] \subset L^1(\mathcal{X}; C_0(\mathcal{X})) \). Also using (2.4) and the density of \( S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) in \( L^1(\mathcal{X}; C_0(\mathcal{X})) \), this completes the proof of the statement. \( \square \)

Remark 2.6. With some extra work, one could show that \( \Sigma_h^B \) sends continuously \( S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) into \( S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \). This relies on the assumption \( v \in S(\mathcal{X}) \) and uses polynomial estimates on the magnetic phase factor in (2.3), which can be extracted rather easily from the fact that all the derivatives of \( B \) are bounded. We shall not use this result.

Corollary 2.7. For any \( f \in S(\Xi) \) one has \( \mathcal{D}_h^A(f) = \text{Rep}_h^A[\mathcal{G}_h^B(f)] \), with
\[
[\mathcal{G}_h^B(f)](x, \xi) := \int_X \int_X dz d\zeta f(x - z, \xi - \zeta) \Gamma_h^B(x, z, \zeta)
\]
and
\[
\Gamma_h^B(x, z, \zeta) := (2\pi)^{-N} \int_X dy e^{-iy\zeta} v_h\left(z + \frac{i\hbar}{2} y\right) v_h\left(z - \frac{i\hbar}{2} y\right) e^{-i\Gamma_h^B(x - z, x + \frac{i\hbar}{2} y, x - \frac{i\hbar}{2} y)}.
\]

Proof. Our previous definitions imply that \( \mathcal{G}_h^B(f) = \hat{f} \left( [\Sigma_h^B(\hat{f}^{-1})] \right) \). The Corollary follows from Proposition 2.5 by a straightforward computation. \( \square \)

Remark 2.8. It is satisfactory that \( \mathcal{G}_h^B(f) \) depends only on \( B \) and not on the vector potential \( A \). If \( B = 0 \) (or if it is constant), then \( \Gamma_h^B \) does not depend on \( x \) and the operation \( \mathcal{G}_h^B \) is just a convolution, as expected.

Let us turn now to the study of the \( h \to 0 \) behavior of the magnetic Berezin quantization. We record first the following simple consequence of (1.8) and (1.9):

Proposition 2.9. For any \( X \in \Xi \) and any bounded continuous function \( g : \Xi \to \mathbb{C} \), one has
\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \int_X dX \left[ v_h^A(X), \left[ \mathcal{B}_h^A(g) \right] v_h^A(X) \right] = g(X).
\]
Furthermore, if \( g \in S(\Xi) \) then
\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \int_X dX \left[ v_h^A(X), \left[ \text{Rep}_h^A(g) - \mathcal{B}_h^A(g) \right] v_h^A(X) \right] = 0.
\]

Next we would like to show that the representation \( \text{Rep}_h^A \) and the Berezin quantization are equivalent in the limit \( h \to 0 \), thus improving on the second statement of the previous Proposition. We start with a result that will be used below and that might have some interest in its own. For that purpose, let us set \( T := \{0\} \cup I = [0, 1] \) and \( \Sigma_0^B := \text{id} \).

Proposition 2.10. The map \( T \ni h \to \Sigma_h^B \in \text{B} \left[ L^1(\mathcal{X}; C_0(\mathcal{X})) \right] \) is strongly continuous.
Proof. We are going to check that for any \( F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \), one has
\[
\| \Sigma_h^B(F) - F \|_{1,\infty} \to 0 \quad \text{when} \quad h \to 0. \tag{2.5}
\]
By the density of \( S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) in \( L^1(\mathcal{X}_p; C_0(\mathcal{X}_p)) \) this will prove the continuity in \( h = 0 \), which is the most interesting result. Continuity in other values \( h \in I \) is shown analogously and is left as an exercise.

Let us first observe that
\[
\begin{align*}
\left[ \Sigma_h^B(F) - F \right](x, y) &= \int_{\mathcal{X}} dz \left[ F(x - \sqrt{\hbar} z, y) v \left( z + \frac{\sqrt{\hbar}}{2} \right) e^{-\frac{1}{\hbar} \Gamma^B(x - \frac{\sqrt{\hbar}}{2} z, z) y} - F(x, y) \right] \\
&= \int_{\mathcal{X}} dz \left[ F(x, y) \right] \left( z + \frac{\sqrt{\hbar}}{2} \right) v \left( z + \frac{\sqrt{\hbar}}{2} \right) e^{-\frac{1}{\hbar} \Gamma^B(x - \frac{\sqrt{\hbar}}{2} z, z) y} - F(x, y) v(z) \right] \\
&=: \int_{\mathcal{X}} dz J_h(x, y; z).
\end{align*}
\]
Furthermore, one clearly has
\[
\left| \left[ \Sigma_h^B(F) - F \right](x, y) \right| \leq 2 \| F(\cdot, y) \|_\infty \| v \|_2^2 = 2 \| F(\cdot, y) \|_\infty,
\]
with the r.h.s. independent of \( x \) and which belongs to \( L^1(\mathcal{X}_p) \). It then follows from the Dominated Convergence Theorem that (2.5) holds if for each \( y \in \mathcal{X} \) one has
\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \sup_{x \in \mathcal{X}} \left| \left[ \Sigma_h^B(F) - F \right](x, y) \right| = 0.
\]

For that purpose, let \( r \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) and set \( B_r \) for the ball centered at \( 0 \in \mathcal{X} \) and of radius \( r \) and \( B_r^\perp \) for the complement \( \mathcal{X} \setminus B_r \). Observe then that for any fixed \( y \in \mathcal{X} \) and for \( r \) large enough one has
\[
\left| \left[ \Sigma_h^B(F) - F \right](x, y) \right| \leq \int_{B_r} dz |J_h(x, y; z)| + \int_{B_r^\perp} dz |J_h(x, y; z)| \\
\leq \int_{B_r} dz |J_h(x, y; z)| + \| F(\cdot, y) \|_\infty \| v \|_\infty \left( \| v \|_{L^2(B_r \setminus B_r^\perp)} + \| v \|_{L^2(B_r^\perp)} \right). \tag{2.6}
\]
Clearly, the second term of (2.6) is independent of \( x \) and \( h \) and can be made arbitrarily small by choosing \( r \) large enough.

The hypothesis \( F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) implies that \( \int_{B_r} dz |J_h(x, y; z)| \) also be made arbitrarily small (independently of \( h \in I \)) by restricting \( x \) to the complement of a large compact subset of \( \mathcal{X} \). Since \( F \), \( v \) and the magnetic phase factor are all continuous, for \( x \) and \( z \) restricted to compact subsets of \( \mathcal{X} \) the integral \( J_h(x, y; z) \) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing \( h \) small enough. Thus the first term of (2.6) also has a vanishing limit as \( h \to 0 \).

Corollary 2.11. For any \( f \in S(\Xi) \) one has
\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \| \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) - \mathfrak{D}_p^A(f) \| = 0.
\]

Proof. By using the notations above, Proposition 2.5 and the fact that \( \mathfrak{D} \) is an isomorphism from \( S(\Xi) \) to \( S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \), one has to show for any \( F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \) that
\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \| \mathfrak{Re}_h^A [\Sigma_h^B(F) - F] \| = 0. \tag{2.5}
\]
However, by (1.6), this follows from (2.5). □

2.3 Operators in the Bargmann representation

We now introduce the generalization to our framework of the Bargmann transform and consider the fate of the Berezin operators in the emerging realization. The proofs of the statements below are straightforward; most of them are not specific to our magnetic framework, see [19, Sec. II.1.5]. In fact, the content of this section is not needed for the rest of the paper, but it opens the doors towards new perspectives or further investigations.
The relation (1.8) shows that the magnetic Bargmann space is composed of continuous functions and contains all the vectors explicitly equal to \( v^A_h(X) \) and final projection \( P^A_h : L^2(\Xi) \rightarrow L^2(\Xi) \) is called the Bargmann transformation corresponding to the family of coherent vectors \( (v^A_h(X))_{X \in \Xi} \).

2. The subspace \( \mathcal{K}^A_h := U^A_h(L^2(\Xi)) \subset L^2(\Xi) \) is called the magnetic Bargmann space corresponding to the family of coherent vectors \( (v^A_h(X))_{X \in \Xi} \).

First we remark that \( U^A_h \) is an isometry with adjoint
\[
(U^A_h)^* : L^2(\Xi) \rightarrow L^2(\chi), \quad (U^A_h)^* \Phi := \int_{\Xi} \frac{dX}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} \Phi(X)v^A_h(X)
\]
and final projection \( P^A_h := U^A_h(U^A_h)^* \in \mathbb{P}[L^2(\Xi)] \), with \( P^A_h(L^2(\Xi)) = \mathcal{K}^A_h \). The integral kernel of this projection
\[
K^A_h : \Xi \times \Xi \rightarrow \mathbb{C}, \quad K^A_h(Y, Z) := \langle v^A_h(Y), v^A_h(Z) \rangle,
\]
explicitly equal to
\[
K^A_h(Y, Z) = e^{\frac{i}{\hbar} \langle \gamma \cdot (y-z) \rangle} \int_{\chi} dx e^{\frac{i}{\hbar} \langle \gamma \cdot (x-z) \rangle} e^{-\frac{i}{\hbar} \Gamma^A[y,x]} e^{\frac{i}{\hbar} \Gamma^A[z,x]} v_h(x-y) v_h(x-z),
\]
is a continuous function and it is a reproducing kernel for \( \mathcal{K}^A_h \):
\[
\Phi(Y) = \int_{\Xi} \frac{dZ}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} K^A_h(Y, Z) \Phi(Z), \quad \forall Y \in \Xi, \quad \forall \Phi \in \mathcal{K}^A_h.
\]
The magnetic Bargmann space is composed of continuous functions and contains all the vectors \( K^A_h(X, \cdot), X \in \Xi \). The evaluation maps \( \mathcal{K}^A_h \ni \Phi \rightarrow \Phi(X) \in \mathbb{C} \) are all continuous. Furthermore, the set of vectors \( \Psi^A_h(X) := U^A_h(v^A_h(X)) \) with \( X \in \Xi \) forms a family of coherent states in the magnetic Bargmann space.

**Proposition 2.13.** For \( f \in L^\infty(\Xi) \) the operator
\[
\Xi^A_h(f) := U^A_h \Psi^A_h(f)(U^A_h)^* \equiv \int_{\Xi} \frac{dY}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} f(Y) |\Psi^A_h(Y)| \langle \Psi^A_h(Y) \rangle
\]
takes the form of a Toeplitz operator \( \Xi^A_h(f) = P^A_h M_f P^A_h \), where \( M_f \) is the operator of multiplication by \( f \) in the Hilbert space \( L^2(\Xi) \).

**Proof.** Simple computation. \( \square \)

Now, let us denote by \( \langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle_{(h)} \) the scalar product of the space \( L^2(\Xi) \).

**Definition 2.14.** The magnetic covariant symbol of the operator \( S \in \mathbb{B}[L^2(\Xi)] \) is the function
\[
[s^A_h(S)](X) := \langle \Psi^A_h(X), S \Psi^A_h(X) \rangle_{(h)}.
\]

Of course, this can also be written as
\[
[s^A_h(S)](X) = \langle v^A_h(X), (U^A_h)^* S(U^A_h)^* v^A_h(X) \rangle,
\]
which suggests the definition of the magnetic covariant symbol of an operator \( T \in \mathbb{B}[L^2(\chi)] \) to be
\[
[t^A_h(T)](X) = \langle v^A_h(X), T v^A_h(X) \rangle = \langle v^A_h(X) \rangle(T).
\]

Sometimes \( \Psi^A_h(f) \) and \( \Xi^A_h(f) \) are called operators with contravariant symbol \( f \). We avoided the Wick/anti-Wick terminology, since its full significance involving ordering is not clear here.

**Remark 2.15.** A straightforward calculation leads to the covariant symbol of a Toeplitz operator
\[
(s^A_h \left[ \Xi^A_h(f) \right])(X) = \int_{\Xi} \frac{dY}{(2\pi\hbar)^N} f(Y) |\langle v^A_h(X), v^A_h(Y) \rangle|^2.
\]
The relation (1.8) shows that the magnetic Berezin transformation, sending a continuous and bounded function \( f \) on \( \Xi \) to \( s^A_h \left[ \Xi^A_h(f) \right] \), converges to the identity operator when \( h \rightarrow 0 \).
3 Strict quantization

This section is dedicated to a proof of

**Theorem 3.1.** Assume that $v \in S(\mathcal{X})$, that $B_{jk} \in BC^\infty(\mathcal{X})$ for $j, k \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ and that a corresponding vector potentials $A$ with components in $C^\infty_{pol}(\mathcal{X})$ has been chosen. Then, the magnetic Berezin quantization $\mathfrak{B}_h^A$ is a strict quantization of the Poisson algebra $(S(\Xi; \mathbb{R}), \{\cdot, \cdot\}_B)$.

In technical terms this means that

1. For any real $f \in S(\Xi)$, the map $I \ni h \mapsto \|\mathfrak{B}_h^A(f)\| \in \mathbb{R}_+$ is continuous and it extends continuously to $\tilde{T} := [0, 1]$ if the value $\|f\|_\infty$ is assigned to $h = 0$ (Rieffel’s axiom).

2. For any $f, g \in S(\Xi)$ the following property holds (von Neumann’s axiom):

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{i\hbar} [\mathfrak{B}_h^A(f), \mathfrak{B}_h^A(g)] - \mathfrak{B}_h^A(fg) \right\| = 0.
\]

3. For any $f, g \in S(\Xi)$, the following property holds (Dirac’s axiom):

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{i\hbar} \{\mathfrak{B}_h^A(f), \mathfrak{B}_h^A(g)\} - \mathfrak{B}_h^A\{(f, g)_B\} \right\| = 0.
\]

Equivalently, we intend to show that the map $\mathfrak{D}_h^A$ defined a strict quantization of the Poisson algebra $(S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}; \mathbb{R}), \phi^B_\hbar, \{\cdot, \cdot\}_B)$, where the product $\phi^B_\hbar$ and the Poisson bracket $\{\cdot, \cdot\}_B$ are deduced from the Poisson algebra $(S(\Xi; \mathbb{R}), \{\cdot, \cdot\}_B)$ through the partial Fourier transformation $\mathfrak{F}$. One obtains easily that

\[
(F \phi^B_\hbar G)(x, y) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^N} \int_{\mathcal{X}} dz \, F(x, z) \, G(x, y - z).
\]

Similarly, the Poisson bracket is given by

\[
\{F, G\}_B = (2\pi)^N \sum_j \left[ (Y_j F) \phi^B_\hbar \left( \frac{1}{i\hbar} \partial_{x_j} G \right) - \left( \frac{1}{i\hbar} \partial_{x_j} x F \right) \phi^B_\hbar \left( Y_j G \right) - \sum B_{jk}(Y_j F) \phi^B_\hbar \left( Y_k G \right) \right]
\]

with $[Y_j F](x, y) = y_j F(x, y)$ and $[\partial_{x_j} F](x, y) = \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_j}(x, y)$.

Our approach relies on a similar proof [23] for the fact that $\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A$ defines a strict quantization of the Poisson algebra $(S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}; \mathbb{R}), \phi^B_\hbar, \{\cdot, \cdot\}_B)$. This and the results of subsection 2.2 will lead easily to the first two conditions. Dirac’s axiom is more difficult to check; it relies on some detailed calculations and estimates.

### 3.1 Rieffel’s condition

The most important information is of course

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \left\| \mathfrak{B}_h^A(f) \right\| = \|f\|_\infty.
\]

This follows easily from the analog relation proved in [23] for the magnetic Weyl quantization $\mathfrak{D}_h^A$ and from Corollary 2.11. For convenience, we treat also continuity outside $h = 0$.

**Proposition 3.2.** For any $F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})$, the map $I \ni h \mapsto \|\mathfrak{D}_h^A(F)\| \in \mathbb{R}_+$ is continuous.

**Proof.** We first recall that it has been proved in [23] that the map $I \ni h \mapsto \|\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(F)\| \in \mathbb{R}_+$ is continuous for any $F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})$. Let $h, h' \in I$ and $F \in S(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})$. Then one has

\[
\|\mathfrak{D}_h^A(F) - \mathfrak{D}_{h'}^A(F)\| = \|\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A[\Sigma_h^B(F)] - \mathfrak{Rep}_{h'}^A[\Sigma_{h'}^B(F)]\|
\leq \|\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A[\Sigma_h^B(F) - \Sigma_{h'}^B(F)]\| + \|\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A - \mathfrak{Rep}_{h'}^A\| \|\Sigma_{h'}^B(F)\|.
\]

Since the inequality $\|\mathfrak{Rep}_h^A(G)\| \leq \|G\|_1$ always holds, the first term of (3.1) goes to 0 as $h' \to h$ by Proposition 2.10. The second term also vanishes as $h' \to h$ by the result of [23] recalled above and by a simple approximation argument. The statement then easily follows. \qed
3.2 Von Neumann’s condition

One has to show that for any $F, G \in \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})$ the following property holds:

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} [\mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) + \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) \mathcal{D}_h^A(F)] - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$ 

In fact, since $F \circ_0^B G = G \circ_0^B F$, it is enough to show that

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \mathcal{D}_h^A(F) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$ 

By taking the previous results into account, one has

$$\mathcal{D}_h^A(F) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) = \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G)$$

which is equivalent to

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} [\mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) + \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) \mathcal{D}_h^A(F)] - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$ 

By taking into account the previous results, this reduces to showing that

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} \mathcal{D}_h^A(F) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$ 

It has been shown in Proposition 2.10 that $\left\| \mathcal{D}_h^A(F) \right\|_{1, \infty}$ converges to 0 as $\hbar \to 0$ for any $F \in \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})$. Using this and the fact that $\mathcal{D}_h^A(F)$ is a contraction in $L^1(\mathcal{X}_a; \mathcal{C}_0(\mathcal{X}_d))$, it follows that the first three terms above vanish as $\hbar$ goes to 0. Finally, the convergence of $\left\| F \circ_0^B G - F \circ_0^B G \right\|_{1, \infty}$ to 0 as $\hbar \to 0$ has been proved in [23] in a more general context.

3.3 Dirac’s condition

One has to show that for any $F, G \in \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X})$, the following result holds:

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} [\mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A((F, G) B)] \right\| = 0,$$

which is equivalent to

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} \mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A((F, G) B) \right\| = 0.$$ 

By taking into account the previous results, this reduces to showing that

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} \mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$ 

For simplicity, let us denote by $V(a, b, c, d)$ the product $v(a)v(b)v(c)v(d)$ and let $\Gamma^B(a, b, c, d, e)$ be the flux of the magnetic field through the "pentagon" of vertices $a, b, c, d, e$. With these notations one has

$$\left\{ \mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) \right\} = \left\{ \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\}$$

which is equivalent to

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} \mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$ 

Then, with some simple changes of variables it follows that

$$\left\{ \mathcal{D}_h^A(F) \circ_0^B G \right\} = \left\{ \mathcal{D}_h^A(F) \circ_0^B G \right\}$$

which is equivalent to

$$\lim_{\hbar \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar} \mathcal{D}_h^A(\mathcal{F}) \mathcal{D}_h^A(G) - \mathcal{D}_h^A(F \circ_0^B G) \right\| = 0.$$
with
\[ w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) := e^{-\frac{h}{2}T^B(x-\frac{1}{2}y, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y-x, y-z), x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x+\frac{1}{2}y) \] and
\[ w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) := e^{-\frac{h}{2}T^B(x-\frac{1}{2}y, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y-x, y-z), x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x+\frac{1}{2}y) \].

By using the Taylor development for \( \varepsilon \) near 0:
\[ F(x + \varepsilon y, z) = F(x, z) + \varepsilon \sum \int_0^1 ds [\partial^s y] F(x + s \varepsilon y, z) \]
\[ =: F(x, z) + L(F; x, \varepsilon y, z) \],

the term between square brackets can be rewritten as the sum of the following four terms:
\[ I_1(x, y, z, a, b; h) := F(x - \sqrt{h}a, z) G(x - \sqrt{h}b, y - z) \left[ w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) - w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \right] \],
\[ I_2(x, y, z, a, b; h) := F(x - \sqrt{h}a, z) \cdot \left[ L(G; x - \sqrt{h}b, \frac{h}{2}z, y - z) w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) - L(G; x - \sqrt{h}b, -\frac{h}{2}z, y - z) w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \right] \],
\[ I_3(x, y, z, a, b; h) := G(x - \sqrt{h}b, y - z) \cdot \left[ L(F; x - \sqrt{h}a, -\frac{h}{2}z, z) w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) - L(F; x - \sqrt{h}a, -\frac{h}{2}z, z) w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \right] \]
and
\[ I_4(x, y, z, a, b; h) := L(F; x - \sqrt{h}a, -\frac{h}{2}z, z) \left[ L(G; x - \sqrt{h}b, \frac{h}{2}z, y - z) w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) - L(G; x - \sqrt{h}b, -\frac{h}{2}z, y - z) w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \right] \].

The term \( I_1 \) is going to be studied below. Then, observe that \( I_2(x, y, z, a, b; h) + I_3(x, y, z, a, b; h) \) is equal to
\[ \frac{h}{2} F(x - \sqrt{h}a, z) \sum_j z_j \int_0^1 ds \left[ \partial_j G \right](x - \sqrt{h}b, \frac{h}{2}sz, y - z) w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \]
\[ + \left[ \partial_j G \right](x - \sqrt{h}b, -\frac{h}{2}sz, y - z) w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \]
\[ - \frac{h}{2} G(x - \sqrt{h}b, y - z) \sum_j (y_j - z_j) \int_0^1 ds \left[ \partial_j F \right](x - \sqrt{h}a, -\frac{h}{2}s(y - z), z) w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \]
\[ + \left[ \partial_j F \right](x - \sqrt{h}a, \frac{h}{2}s(y - z), z) w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \].

Furthermore, the term \( I_4(x, y, z, a, b; h) \) clearly belongs to \( O(h^2) \), for fixed \( x, y, z, a \) and \( b \). So, let us now concentrate on the main part of \( I_1 \):

Lemma 3.3. For fixed \( x, y, z, a \) and \( b \) one has
\[ \lim_{h \to 0} \frac{1}{h} \left[ w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) - w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) \right] = - \sum_{j,k} z_j (y_k - z_k) B_{jk}(x) . \] (3.2)

Proof. Since \( |w_2^B| = 1 \) one has \( w_1^B - w_2^B = w_1^B (1 - (w_1^B)^{-1} w_2^B) \). Furthermore, one has
\[ w_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) = e^{-\frac{h}{2}T^B(x-\frac{1}{2}y, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y-x, y-z), x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x+\frac{1}{2}y) \] and
\[ w_1^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) = e^{-\frac{h}{2}T^B(x-\frac{1}{2}y, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y-x, y-z), x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x-\frac{1}{2}y, y+hz, x+\frac{1}{2}y) \].

\[ =: [L_1^B \cdot L_2^B \cdot L_3^B](x, y, z, a, b; h) . \]
By using the standard parametrization of the flux through triangles, one then obtains

\[
L_i^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) := \exp \left\{ -i \hbar \sum_{j, k} (y_j - z_j) z_k \int_0^1 d\mu \int_0^1 d\nu \mu \cdot \left[ B_{jk} (x + \frac{\nu}{2} y - \mu h(y - z) - \mu \nu h z) + B_{kj} (x - \frac{\nu}{2} y + \mu h(y - z) - \mu \nu h z) \right] \right\},
\]

\[
L_2^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) := \exp \left\{ i \sum_{j, k} (a_j + \frac{\nu}{2} z_j) (a_k - \frac{\nu}{2} z_k) \int_0^1 d\mu \int_0^1 d\nu \mu \cdot \left[ B_{jk} (x - \mu \sqrt{h}(1 - \nu)) - \frac{\nu}{2} [y - z(2 - \mu - \nu)] - B_{kj} (x - \mu \sqrt{h}(1 - \nu) + \frac{\nu}{2} [y - z(2 - \mu - \nu)]) \right] \right\}
\]

and

\[
L_3^B(x, y, z, a, b; h) := \exp \left\{ i \sum_{j, k} (b_j + \frac{\nu}{2} (y_j - z_j)) (b_k - \frac{\nu}{2} (y_k - z_k)) \int_0^1 d\mu \int_0^1 d\nu \mu \cdot \left[ B_{jk} (x - \nu \sqrt{h}(1 - \nu) + \frac{\nu}{2} [y - (y - z)(1 + \nu)]) - B_{kj} (x - \nu \sqrt{h}(1 - \nu) - \frac{\nu}{2} [y - (y - z)(1 + \nu)]) \right] \right\}.
\]

Now, let us observe that

\[
\frac{1}{\hbar^4} [w_1^B - w_2^B] = (w_1^B)^{-1} \frac{1}{\hbar^4} [1 - L_1^B L_2^B L_3^B]
= (w_1^B)^{-1} \frac{1}{\hbar^4} [1 - L_1^B] + (w_1^B)^{-1} L_1^B \frac{1}{\hbar^4} [1 - L_2^B] + (w_1^B)^{-1} L_1^B L_2^B \frac{1}{\hbar^4} [1 - L_3^B].
\]

By taking the limit \( h \to 0 \) and by taking the equality \( B_{jk} = -B_{kj} \) into account, the first term leads to the r.h.s. of (3.2). For the other two terms, by a Taylor development of the magnetic field one easily obtains that their limit as \( h \to 0 \) is null.

By adding these different results, one can now prove:

**Proposition 3.4** (Dirac’s condition). For any \( F, G \in \mathcal{S}(\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{X}) \), the following property holds:

\[
\lim_{h \to 0} \left\| \frac{1}{\hbar^4} \left[ \mathfrak{D}_h^A (F), \mathfrak{D}_h^A (G) \right] - \mathfrak{D}_h^A \left( \{ F, G \}^B \right) \right\| = 0.
\]

**Proof.** By considering the results obtained above, the proof simply consists in numerous applications of the Dominated Convergence Theorem and in various approximations as in Proposition 2.10. The normalization \( \| v \|_{L_2^A} = 1 \) should also been taken into account.
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